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THIS POST MAY CONTAIN AFFILIATE LINKS. PLEASE READ MY. Participants will need to
keep track of what's been called on their cards. Here are some festive items you can
use: If you're teaching speaking or conversation, then one thing that'll save a ton of
time is using a ready-made lesson plan like this one on travel. It contains the following:
Are you looking for some Christmas worksheets for your ESL/EFL students? You can
check out some of our top picks right here:. Not in the mood for a Christmas left right
game for a gift exchange? Use this set of bingo cards, like the traditional bingo with
numbers, instead. Have you ever tried doing a drawing dictation in the classroom?
Drawing dictations are fun for all ages and are an excellent method for improving
active listening skills. Student Level: Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced Age Group:
TEENs, Adults [printfriendly] Drawing Dictation ESL Activity Preparation: Not much is
required to prepare for this activity. If you want, print out a collection of pictures for
your students before class begins. As an easy alternative option, the students can use
their smartphones or tablets for the exercise. Also, make sure that the students have
some paper to draw on. Drawing Dictation ESL Activity Guidelines: To start the lesson,
model the task. Pick a student volunteer from the class and hand them a random
picture. Tell the class that you have no idea what the. . If you teach university-age
students, many of them will be practicing English because they want to do well on a
job interview. It's the case in many countries that students have to do this in English
and not their native language. Here are a few tips for helping students with this. If you
make a purchase through these links, i may receive a small commission at no extra
cost to you! See more ideas about christmas party games, xmas games, christmas
games. These pictures are created for adults because they have many small details
and can be too difficult for young TEENren. Suggest vegetable spring roll, free of
charge Replace the roast chicken, free of charge Suggest a cheese tart, free of charge.
#15 Interactive ESL Activity: Discussion Starters for TEENren or Adults. Analytical
cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies
help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source,
etc. Congrats, you're now a member here, too.:) Please wait until page is refreshed! 39
No-Prep/Low-Prep ESL Speaking Activities: For English Teachers of Teenagers and
Adults Who Want. Bingo is a perfect activity for cold winter days inside:. #22: ESL
Group Activities for Adults: Group. 50 Fun Things to Do With Your Elf on the Shelf.
Follow Along: 6 Engaging ESL Audio Stories with Worksheet Ideas ". So there you have
it: Six awesome ideas for teaching ESL with food. Remember, food activities don't have
to be restricted to lessons on adjectives or food-related words. They can also lend
themselves to the teaching of grammar items, verbs, nouns, word collocations, etc.
The only limit is your imagination and creativity. You can do so much with food-themed
activities to engage your students. So, bring in some food! Let's get into the best ESOL
speaking activities to try out in your classes today. Keep on reading for everything ESL
adult activities! The goal of a conversation class is to make it as student-centred as
possible. Your students should be doing all the hard work, not you. This means that if
you have a class of more than say, four students, you'll want to get them interacting
and talking with each other, instead of with the entire class. A quick tip: Many of the
major textbooks these days have online practice for students. This will often require a
special code to get this up and running and some support from the admin at your
institution as well. But, it's often quite useful as far as teaching tools go, so it may be
worth looking into. #8 Interactive Activity for ESL Students: The Hobby Unit. Definitely
consider laminating these Christmas bingo cards: They're classic and timeless, which
makes them perfect for bringing out year after year. FluentU brings English to life with
real-world videos. Learning English becomes fun and easy when you learn with movie
trailers, music videos, news and inspiring talks. Want to know more? Find out how I
play this game in my classes:. (It helps keep our content free!) Save Pin. Dr. Biden
Shows Off the WH's Holiday Decorations. 7 Awesome ESL Resources for Finding and
Teaching with Videos Like a Rockstar. AllthePartyIdeas.com shares unique food,
decorations, games, and other fun ideas to celebrate special occasions. Find easy,
creative party ideas for birthdays, baby showers, weddings, holidays and more that will
fit any budget! Get the party started with these free printables and digital downloads.
If you're looking for some of the best ESL Christmas games and activities, then you're
certainly in the right place. We're going to give you the rundown on the best ones,
along with Christmas worksheets and lesson plans to consider using in your classes.
You may find those in our Pen + Paper Made shop. 39 ESL Icebreakers: For Teachers of
Teenagers and Adults Who Want to Start their English Classes Off. Go through the
alphabet in a circle, as each person says a Christmas related name, item, song, and so
on, for the letter they have. If you hesitate or draw a blank, you have to drink! "There
are no winners in this game only losers," according to the Drunk Stoned or Stupid
product description. In each round, one player will act as the judge, and the others will
start by drawing a card. Your job is to decide which player is most likely to do the
action on the card— things like "never make it past pregame" or "watch Planet Earth
for five hours" are all game. Argue your point to the judge using the accused's past,

stories, or their personality against them. Whoever gets seven cards first loses. This is
one you'll be playing into the wee hours of morning with your closest pals time and
time again. One reviewer wrote: "Exploding Kittens NSFW version is really fun to have
in your game arsenal. It doesn't take long to learn and its quite enjoyable. My and my
friend play this at least once a week when we get together for game night. I like the
graphics that are on the cards." 8. The Game For Very Online People: What Do You
Meme? Divide the guests into teams. Give each team a pile of old clothes (including
hats), pillowcases for heads, newspapers or hay for stuffing, ropes for tying, and
markers for making faces. Give each team 15 or 20 minutes to make a scarecrow. Give
prizes for the silliest and the scariest and hang them outside. These scary Halloween
events that actually happened will spook you to your core. Stagger a few large
pumpkins and let TEENs take turns tossing witch hats on top! Have them play the best
two out of three. Beare, Kenneth. (2020, August 26). Christmas Traditions for ESL
Class. Retrieved from. Start with one person as "it" or "the zombie." Every time they
tag someone else, that person also becomes a zombie. The last person standing who
isn't a zombie wins. If you want to make croquet a little more competitive, turn it into a
timed game in which players have only 45 seconds to make their shot. If you've been
considering hosting a TEENs' party for your TEENs and their friends, you know how
hard it is to come up with entertainment ideas. As a grown up, you might feel out of
touch with what the TEENs like. For example, you might be wondering if the games you
played as a TEEN are out of date and you need to just hand out computer games
instead. 27 Best Christmas Game Ideas That Are Great for Any Adult Holiday GetTogether. If you're a Cards Against Humanity fan, you'll love What Do You Meme.
Players' meme skills will be put to the test as they attempt to create the funniest
meme at the table. It'll be hard not to laugh when reading the cards aloud. Check out
the best-reviewed board games to play while in quarantine. Country Living participates
in various affiliate marketing programs, which means we may get paid commissions on
editorially chosen products purchased through our links to retailer sites. One reviewer
wrote: "Drunk, Stoned, or Stupid is not just a game to bring to a party. It is the life of
the party! Each card is perfect for someone in the group, and you get to hear your
friends tell hilarious stories as they battle to be the one not to keep the card. But the
best part about playing this game is the personal element that it adds to game night,
which is unlike any other game I have played. Everyone is engaged as they think
about the different people sitting around them and, better yet, creatively defend
themselves from racking up too many cards that might strike a little too close to
home." 6. The Raunchier Version Of Scattergories: Nasty Things. You worked hard to
decorate for your Christmas party, and it's time your guests realized it with this fun
little game. Print out a scavenger list that will have guests rushing around the room to
find as many Christmas objects and icons that they can. Who doesn't love a game of
cornhole on a beautiful day? If you're throwing a summer birthday bash, this outdoor
game will get the party started on the right foot. Made with Baltic birch, this cornhole
set is as sturdy as it is stunning. Check out these yard games for your next BBQ. Get
daily tips and tricks for making your best home. How fast can your guests get to know
each other? Print out a list of questions, such as "Who has never had a white
Christmas?" and "Who went Christmas caroling last year?" Give each guest a piece of
paper and a pen—they'll have to ask people if they fit any of the questions, which
breaks the ice and encourages mingling. The first person to get all of the questions
answered wins a small prize. Coined as "a party game for horrible people," there's no
escaping a giggle fit with this silly card game. Your job when playing this game is to
find the best card that fits the question card. It may seem innocent, but once you give
the cards a read, you'll understand why it's not. Not only is Cards Against Humanity a
fun time, but you really get a taste of your friends' sense of humor by the last round.
Have you ever re-gifted something? If so, you might just lose this game. The
punishment? Every time you've done something, you have to take a drink of your
holiday cocktail. The Spruce is part of the Dotdash publishing family. It's In The Bag is a
newer, quicker-paced take on charades, because the cards are written out for you and
there are clear-cut directions for each round: For the first round, you describe the card.
For the second, you define it using only one word, and for the third, you physically act
it out. It's suitable for four or more players at once, and since the topics are inherently
clean, you can play it with any age group. The game also comes with a sand timer, and
over 2,000 reviewers have given it a 4.6-star rating. 15. An Updated Version Of
Charades: It's In The Bag! Buy a bunch of red apples and just one green apple. Hang
the apples on long strings from a tree branch (by twisting the strings, you disguise
where the green apple is). For each TEEN's turn, blindfold him or her, untwist the
apples, and set the youngster toward the branch. If he or she picks the green apple, he
or she wins a prize (and the apple). Put up a new green apple and give another TEEN a
turn. Rinse and repeat. Get your whole crew dressed up this year with the best family
Halloween costumes. 35 Halloween Party Games to Get You in the Spooky Spirit. Pick
three "facts" (think anything from your favorite Christmas memories to the worst gifts
you've ever been given), and see how many people can pick the lie from three
statements. Dump a bag of candy pumpkins on the table. The challenge is to pick up
as many pumpkins with chopsticks as possible, in 60 seconds. Puns of Anarchy is my
new go-to game for any event (dinner parties, family reunions, small hangouts), but
especially for adult parties. Much like Cards Against Humanity, there's a category card
and a judge— but unlike most other card games, these cards are actually mini
whiteboards. Add letters, cross things out, throw some words in there, or change them

however you see fit in order to fit the category and appeal to the judge. The objective
is to create the funniest or most accurate pun at the table, and using the included dryerase markers, up to six people can play at once. One of the most-backed Kickstarter
projects of all time, Unstable Unicorns is a fun card game that'll pit you against your
friends. How it works: Up to eight people play specific cards with the goal of getting
seven unicorns in their stable (the area in front of you). Each player will also have a
few cards they can use to hinder their competition, cards like a magic cards to
enhance your own chances of winning, and upgrade and downgrade cards to increase
your defenses against your friends, or halt their progress. Halloween party games
Don't let the Halloween fun stop after getting dressed up and going trick or treating.
There are a ton of Halloween party games to play at your monster bashes to make
them even more memorable (like Halloween bingo, for instance). And these games
aren't just for TEENs either. Adults will have their inner TEEN brought to life with the
festive, spooky, and overall fun Halloween games. While a few of them do require a
little planning, many of these are super easy and won't require you to complete any
Halloween crafts beforehand. And if you're still looking for the perfect theme or the
best ways to put your party together, check out these Halloween party ideas that will
make for a scary-good time. Christmas-themed games for adults will make sure that
your next holiday party has plenty of festive cheer—and lots of laughter. Choose from
icebreakers, guessing games, trivia, and other downright hilarious Christmas party
games for adults. You'll find some great games, no matter your party size or average
age. From classic TEENhood games, like capture the flag and water balloon fights, to
games made better after a few boozy beverages, like dizzy bat and flip cup, these
outdoor games for adults will bring out everyone's competitive side. And the best part:
they can all be played at the beach, the pool, or your own backyard. 2021 Hearst
Magazine Media, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Want to check out the modifications and how
I get my students playing Taboo? Find out here:. ESL Christmas Activities + Games,
Worksheets, Vocabulary, Lesson Plans. Nobody celebrates Christmas quite like Buddy
the Elf. For that reason, download and print these bingo cards that capture all of
Buddy's quirks (his breakfast pasta) along with a few holiday staples. Want to check it
out for yourself? Have a look here:. A far better way is to give students some. The goal
of a conversation class is to make it as student-centred as possible. Your students
should be doing all the hard work, not you. This means that if you have a class of more
than say, four students, you'll want to get them interacting and talking with each
other, instead of with the entire class. Suggest vegetable spring roll, free of charge
Replace the roast chicken, free of charge Suggest a cheese tart, free of charge. 101
ESL Activities: Games, Activities, Practical ideas, & Teaching Tips For English Teachers
of. and activities that you can try out in your classes today. One way to do this is to
show a picture filled with Christmasy things. Then, depending on the level of the
students, they can do various things. One thing is to simply shout out words of what
they see. Or, they can make sentences using them. For example, "Santa is sneaking
down the chimney." Or, even more advanced students can talk with a partner about
what they see and if it reminds them of anything in their own lives. teach English to
TEENgarten students, but don't have a set of flashcards, then you'll need to get one
ASAP! They are extremely versatile and lend themselves to a ton of different activities.
My secret? You can often buy a matching set to go along with the textbook you are
teaching from. When the groups are ready, get them to share the lists with the class.
You can encourage the class to give suggestions on other things to include or to
recommend when they think existing things should be taken off the list. Target
vocabulary can revolve around quantities, packaging and items related to the specific
celebrations and include words like. Yes? Thought so. Then you're going to love this
book over on Amazon: www.ESLTEENsGames.com by David Muclahy is licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. A
quick tip: You can often find board games in the teacher's activity book that may come
with your ESL textbook. Check there first before spending time making your own.
Check them out here: This writing activity is engaging and very student-centred, so
give it a try today! Find out more about it:. Good Housekeeping participates in various
affiliate marketing programs, which means we may get paid commissions on editorially
chosen products purchased through our links to retailer sites. It's challenging, fun and
has a serious elements of competition to it. Sounds like something you want to try out
in your Christmas lesson? Learn about it here: So there you have it: Six awesome ideas
for teaching ESL with food. Remember, food activities don't have to be restricted to
lessons on adjectives or food-related words. They can also lend themselves to the
teaching of grammar items, verbs, nouns, word collocations, etc. The only limit is your
imagination and creativity. You can do so much with food-themed activities to engage
your students. So, bring in some food! vocabulary, particularly related to food, then
you'll want to consider playing this memory circle game. In a smaller class of fewer
than 10 students, play it all together. Or, in a bigger class, you can divide students up
into smaller groups. If you're looking for an interactive, natural way to do it, then you'll
want to check out this activity:. 67 ESL Conversation Topics with Questions,
Vocabulary, Writing Prompts & More: For English Teachers. In this case, you might
want to set the topic as what their family does to celebrate Christmas. Or, their best
Christmas memories. To increase the value of this activity, put students into groups of
4 and require that the other 3 students who are listening ask at least 1 follow-up
question. This listening activity on the British Council website is also an effective
resource for teaching your students how to order food at a café. The activity comes

with multiple choice questions, a sequencing activity and worksheets that you can
integrate into your lesson. Surprisingly, it's possible to teach English conversation in a
pretty non-interactive kind of way. Yes, I know. It seems actually difficult to do this, but
many teachers do! One of the simplest, interactive games you can do is to hold up a
flashcard to each student. Then, they have to make a sentence with the picture. If
correct, they keep the card. If incorrect, it goes back into the pile. Continue until the
flashcards are gone. Here's everything you need to know about this interactive review
game:. Okay, so if you want to have a complete Christmas lesson at your fingertips,
these games and activities may not be that useful for you! But, not to worry. Here are
some of our recommendations for ESL Christmas lesson plans that you can just print
off and go. They're full of interesting things to read and listen to, and of course some
good Christmas games for students. The best part is that the book is well-organized
into various sections: reading, writing, speaking, listening, review and more. You
should be able to find what you're looking for in just a minute or two. And, they're ideal
for just about any topic, vocabulary or grammar point that you may be teaching. Find
out how to do this activity right here:. Want to know more? Find out how I play this
game in my classes:. We hate SPAM and promise to keep your email address safe.
Who, what, when, why, where, and how are by their very nature, interactive words.
They are the start of a question in English, and you'll probably want to have a partner
United We Stand
to answer them, right?
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